Great for our next meeting or training session.

Audience Response

Power to the Presenter
Value to the Speaker...
- Creates powerful, engaging presentations
- Instantly gauges audience understanding
- Gathers feedback anonymously or tracked

Value to the Audience...
- Creates an interactive experience
- Provides for quicker decision making
- Displays results in real-time

Value to the Organization...
- Collects data and demographics
- Generates over 30 different reports
- Goes “green” with paperless surveys

We looked like real heroes! The [Turning Technologies’] audience response system was very good for coming to quick decisions, especially for big groups and gaining consensus. Two hundred people could respond within seconds.

- Doug Bardwell, Forest City Enterprises, Inc.
We Do Audience Response Differently

At Turning Technologies, we developed an entire portfolio of response solutions that allow you to present, poll and report anytime, anywhere. Our comprehensive, easy-to-use systems are touted as the best on the market by industry experts and customers who use our products personally and often. Powerful presentations, real-time results and detailed reporting are just some of the key features that set us apart.

1. Ask a question during your presentation.
2. Participants answer with response devices.
3. Results are immediately displayed in your presentation.
4. Results are gathered in reports for further analysis.

Portfolio and Products

We offer a complete set of polling and reporting tools designed to meet all your needs. Explore our comprehensive solutions for all environments. Our products are available to purchase or rent.

Contact a representative:
866-746-3015 or at www.TurningTechnologies.com to schedule a quick, 30 minute web demonstration.

Find out why we’ve delivered over three million ResponseCards in the past five years.

Call them today!

“TurningPoint is the most effective tool that I’ve seen to be able to immediately obtain and display information of all attendees. Attendees absolutely love it.” - Jim Jones, First Wellesley Consulting Group
TurningPoint®

Our flagship product - the software that truly revolutionized the industry with simple integration into Microsoft® PowerPoint®. This interactive PowerPoint software allows you to insert polling slides into your presentation with a click of a mouse.

- 100% PowerPoint Native - if you know PowerPoint, you know TurningPoint
- Complete Reporting - 30+ reports available for individual, group, division or corporate levels
- Data Slicing - view responses by demographic type for each question in real-time
- Participant Monitor - instantly check participant responses anytime during session
- Scoring, Competition and Team Functions - add fun and excitement to presentations
- On-the-Fly Slides - insert question slides without leaving your presentation
- Data Portability - export wizard allows you to easily move data to management systems
- TurningPoint for Mac - uses single, easy-to-use toolbar to poll and gather data instantly

TurningPoint® AnyWhere™

We understand that not everyone is using PowerPoint during presentations. TurningPoint AnyWhere can poll in ANY PC or Mac application with reporting capabilities.

- Floating Toolbar - place it anywhere on your screen, poll and collect data instantly
- Dynamic Charting - charts appear in new window and update in real-time with results
- Reporting - detailed reports available in HTML format, exportable into CSV format
- Custom Questions - create and load question list in advance, or insert on-the-fly
- Screen Shot Report - capture questions, results and screen shot of each question

ResponseWare™

Web-based polling application allows audiences to respond with mobile devices, computers and more. A simple session ID will log participants in and have them voting in no time. If you have an Internet connection, you have ResponseWare.

- Works with TurningPoint - results immediately transferred to TurningPoint slides
- Question Types - multiple choice, alphanumeric, multiple response, and essay
- BlackBerry® Smartphone and iPhone™ Applications - allow for text input
- Connects Multiple Locations - regardless of location, use Internet to respond

Now, we are leading edge.
Turning Technologies’ TurningPoint is just one more impressive offer we can provide our clients.

- David Semb, PriSim Business War Games, Inc.
**ResponseCard® AnyWhere™**
Handheld receiver with LCD display. Gathers and graphs results instantly for speaker viewing.
- **Use ResponseCard RF** - employs our trusted ResponseCard keypads for easy responding
- **Ultimate Portability** - size of a deck of cards, receiver is versatile in a variety of environments
- **User-Friendly** - one button to open and close polling, storing data for further analysis
- **Desktop Software** - import data, run reports, and analyze results via included USB cable

**ResponseCard® AnyWhere™ Display**
Display results with the press of a button on TVs or projectors.
- **Multiple Displays** - tie 10 TVs or projectors to presenter
- **Plug and Present** - use S Video or RCA Composite Video
- **Adjust Chart** - change on-the-fly, six different charts
- **Portable Solution** - easy-to-use, small unit to transport

**TestingPoint™**
Test generator software to streamline assessment. Eliminate time and frustration spent scoring and analyzing results.
- **Works with Word** - test generator is 100% native to Word, making it easy for test creation
- **Use ResponseCard XR** - alphanumeric keypad to deliver results in asynchronous environments
- **Instant Grading** - attendees submit answers electronically, and are instantly scored
- **Instant Reporting** - reports are quickly generated for participant assessment

**RemotePoll™**
Poll participants simultaneously in multiple locations. No satellites needed. Employ ResponseWare web-based polling to connect multisite meetings. Use keypads in conjunction with web-based responders.
- **Works with TurningPoint** - results are immediately transferred to TurningPoint slides
- **Works with TurningPoint AnyWhere** - results immediately tallied using versatile software
- **Seamless Combination** - results from all locations are combined for total analysis
- **Use ResponseCards** - employs trusted ResponseCard RF and IR keypads for easy responding

---

**We wanted to change the [church] experience.**
The [TurningPoint response system] was an extension of that engagement and interaction we hoped to integrate into the service. We realized we can really use these to create a moment and potentially change people’s lives.

- Josh Griffin, Saddleback Church
Audience Response Devices

ResponseCard® RF

Approximately the size of a credit card, ResponseCard RF uses its features and functionality to ensure that thousands of responses are transmitted accurately, timely and effortlessly to the presenter using a USB receiver.

- **Ultimate Portability** - lightweight, compact size eliminates shipping costs of bulky technology
- **Ultimate Durability** - rugged case ensures maximum longevity under extreme conditions
- **Reliable RF Technology** - 82 sessions can be running in close proximity without interference
- **Expanded Range** - with 200 foot radius, all participant responses will be easily captured

ResponseCard IR is also available using infrared technology, ideal for small groups.

ResponseCard® RF LCD

All the features of ResponseCard RF, but with an LCD screen for visual confirmation. Streamlined components and improved speed of responses make this keypad an excellent choice for presenters and participants.

- **Visual Confirmation** - displays participant choice and actions
- **Battery Life Indicator** - shows remaining battery life
- **Channel Setting** - displays current channel setting
- **Self Programming** - manually enter in new ID number

ResponseCard® XR

Designed for a variety of responses, ResponseCard XR offers multi-line LCD display and alphanumeric entry for not only multiple choice questions, but also multiple response, fill-in-the-blank or short answer questions. Use in synchronous and asynchronous environments.

- **Ultimate Portability** - size of a deck of cards, compact design for easy transportation
- **Self-Paced Testing** - perfect for training environments where assessment is critical
- **Self-Registration** - self-register with alphanumeric entry, no more participant lists
- **Large Storage Capacity** - can store five 100 question tests, providing maximum usage

“TurningPoint is really an innovative product. It is valuable for any organization for gathering consensus or for qualifying data. When we used TurningPoint, we got more objective, honest and rapid feedback than the more traditional methods we used in the past.”

- Louis Foreman, Bouncing Brain Productions
We need these response solutions!

The leader in audience response

We’ve delivered over

3 million ResponseCards in the past

5 years.

255 W. Federal Street
Youngstown, OH 44503
330-746-3015
Toll-Free: 866-746-3015
Fax: 330-259-7615
www.TurningTechnologies.com